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“I Like Running Machines”

Gratitude for all the neighbors who care for each other,
who drive to Lebanon, Keene and Peterborough, bring
delicious food, shovel snow, plow driveways, shop for and
deliver groceries, send cards, call to check in, haul stove
wood from shed to house, drive to appointments, clean
out refrigerators, run endless errands.

A Profile of Barry Tolman
~ By Betsy Street

It’s more than niceness – these acts of generosity and
caring make it possible for neighbors to heal at home. This
can make all the difference in difficult times.
~ Russ Thomas

R

uss’s sentiments may seem particularly relevant at this
time, but really it’s always been true. Good neighbors are
vital to the strength of our community. Nelson is not unique in
this regard – other small towns shine with generosity among
neighbors. But Nelson is where we are, so we celebrate
accordingly.
One of the goals of Nelson In Common is to facilitate getting to
know each other better. We hope that the updates on our
website provide all readers with at least one new bit of
information about someone, some place, some group, project,
or event each week. And we hope that everyone reading this
Black Fly Quarterly will come away with something that further
inspires your affection for our town, and its denizens (human
and otherwise).
Looking at the people who have contributed articles, photos,
videos, recipes, and more, there are over 25 people on that list.
That’s impressive, but no reason to stop there. We’re sure there
are many more readers who have things to share. If we get
used to sharing the good things together, it gives us the
inspiration to share in the difficult times as well. And as Russ
notes, that makes all the difference.
~ Gordon Peery

C

an I make this work better? Barry Tolman has asked
that question about WWII bombers, the ski hill rope
tow, his sawmill, and cross-town sharing of equipment. It
has been the persistent question of his long life.
Barry is father to four children, two of whom live in
Nelson. He had a 50-year marriage with a beloved second
wife. He was a Nelson Selectman and served on the Road
Equipment Committee. He has a cannon he fires off at the
annual 4th of July picnic. He has a big shop in the woods
and a sawmill of his own design. He prefers Budweiser
and eschews cell phones.
He has spent most of his life on the road and pond that
bears the family name, a family that has been in Nelson
since colonial times. His grandparents made their living
running a four-season country escape on Tolman Pond for
city folk from places like Boston and Princeton. Guests
came to hunt with his older relatives, ski, play tennis on
the clay court, fish, and spend summers with their families
away from the sweltering city. His grandmother fed them
all, cooking for up to 40 people at times.
Barry grew up in the house on the hill where his daughter
Stacia now resides. His grandparents, Sade and Wayland
Tolman, lived in the farmhouse by the pond. The
farmhouse could house a slew of people in several
bedrooms plus a dormitory upstairs, where, Barry recalls,
“they were stacked like cordwood.” The Tolman Pond
compound included nine camps scattered up the hill and
around the pond. Four are still in active use today.

Some of our neighbors.

continued on page 6

Nelson Welcomes . . .
Jeff Taylor recently retired from
teaching, and took a part-time job as
Kris Finnegan’s assistant at the Olivia
Rodham Memorial Library.
He has only indistinct memories of the
year he was born, but he moved with
his family to Nelson about thirty years
ago.
He has a degree in Humane Letters, which has enriched his
conversation but has rarely been remunerative. His career
includes stints as a computer programmer, community
organizer, land use planner, computer salesman, and teacher,
most recently as a professor of mathematics education at
Urbana University in Ohio. He holds a Ph.D. in Curriculum &
Instruction (that is, he has studied studying in order to learn
about learning, qualifying him to teach teaching), and served a
term on the Nelson Planning Board, 2015-2017.
______________________________________________________
Rich Yerardi is the new sexton for our fair
city, in charge of building and grounds
maintenance. Rich was the fourth of nine
kids, growing up in West Newton, MA. His
family ran a restaurant, which meant that
he learned the value of hard work early on.
After a stint in the Army, he spent some
additional time at the restaurant, did some
house painting, and got his pilot’s license.
Eventually he gravitated towards custodial work, which led to
various positions with the Town of Bedford, MA, becoming
head of maintenance at John Glenn Middle School, and
receiving gas and oil boiler certification from the Peterson
School of Engineering.
He and his wife moved to Rindge 22 years ago, having been
introduced to that town through a friend. This created a bit of
a commute, but well worth while for living in such a nice
place. Two years ago Rich retired, but found sitting still was
not that satisfying. The opportunity came up to spend a few
hours a week in Nelson, looking after things, and here he is.
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Joe Filipi likes to work on cars. Not high end restorations or
other fancy stuff, just common sense cars that might need a
little coaxing to run better. When he was working for the
Keene Police Department several years ago he would
occasionally spot someone in their yard or driveway
working on a vehicle, so he'd stop to
chat, but he found he wasn't always
that welcome – people assumed that he
was there for official business, which
might not bode well for them. He later
joined the Fitzwilliam police
department and found that in a small
town he had the opposite experience.
People appreciated that he was
interested, and the result was a
friendly conversation.
In addition to now being Nelson’s new police chief, Joe
works for the Lebanon Fire Department and continues on
the Fitzwilliam police department .
We look forward to seeing him around town, and especially
if you're out working on a vehicle, don't be surprised if he
pulls in for a chat.
___________________________________________________
Nicole Gordon has joined the Nelson School as interim
principal, effective January 3.
After her first week, Nicole said, “I am so
excited to be part of such a fantastic
community. I love Nelson School, and I
hope to be working with our students,
staff, and families for a long time.”
Nicole comes most recently from
Claremont, where she was assistant principal at Stevens
High School. Prior to that she had spent five years at
Chesterfield School, from 2015 to 2020.
Nelson School has enrollment of 63 students in grades K-5,
servicing students from the Nelson and Sullivan
communities. Nicole will be responsible for directing the
overall site operations, services, and staff of the school.

This poem was written by Chris Blaudschun as a submission to a
Robert Frost poetry contest, when he was in fourth grade. That was
a while ago – Chris now has children of his own. But the poem
remains relevant, and we publish it with his permission.
This might be the only use of the word “Express” in Nelson!

Maple Sugaring
When spring comes to New Hampshire
I can't help but remember the sweet
Aroma of hot pure maple syrup,
And the feel of the steam rising
From the boiling sap in the pans.
The peaceful sound of the crackling fire.
Sitting with my dad in the sugar house

The BFX is your email notification of news, new articles, and
more, updated every Wednesday morning at 5:30. Sign up at
nelsonincommon.org.
The Black Fly Express, The Black Fly Quarterly, and the Nelson
In Common website are published by Nelson In Common, a
501(c)(3) nonprofit.
Board of Directors: Gordon Peery, President; Dave
Birchenough, Treasurer; Candyce Fulford, Secretary; Rick
Church, Maury Collins, Susan Hansel, Karen Hersey, Ethan

Sharing a quiet conversation.

McBrien, Jen Pepin, Emily Tucker. Incoming board members

______________________________________________________

(August 2022) Betsy Street, Brenna Kucinski.

The Black Fly welcomes poetry from anyone’s current or archived
writing, for publication in this newsletter, and/or the Nelson In
Common website. editor@nelsonincommon.org.

Nelson In Common
409 Old Stoddard Road, Nelson, NH 03457

One man’s junk is another man’s stuff.
Free stuff, stuff for sale, stuff you want to get rid of or sell,
plus services, help wanted, real estate.

The Nelson In Common Bulletin Board

Native Americans had figured out the maple syrup thing long before
Europeans arrived, and thankfully they shared their knowledge.
Imagine being the first settler to taste it!
~ Image: Wikipedia
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Memories of Old Home Day

Reviving Old Home Day

Excerpted from an article by Bob Struthers originally published in the
Grapevine in 1993. The full article and more photos can be seen at
nelsonhistory.com (search Old Home).

s Bob’s article suggests, Old Home Day has gone
through different phases. It’s a delicate balance to
maintain traditions but also allow for some change so
that it remains relevant and interesting (not to mention fun!).

W

hen I was a kid back in the 1930s, Old Home Day was
held in Melville’s Grove – a stand of hardwood trees
along Center Pond Road a few hundred yards from the center
of Nelson.
There was no electricity in the Grove, and I recall being as
awed by the dry ice (the outdoor refrigerant of the day) as I
was by the tiny Dixie Cups of ice cream and Eskimo Pies that
remained frozen beneath an eerie white vapor that rose from
portable chests. Most items cost five cents, but money was
scarce back then. We might have a single coin and one choice.
The Cracker Jacks cost a dime. Inside the brightly colored box
full of caramel-coated popcorn was a tiny tin whistle or a
cricket that clicked when it was pinched.
During the noon hour on Old Home Day, while picnickers
shared food across long tables, a band played marches and
popular ballads. After the destruction of Melville’s Grove by
the hurricane of ’38, Old Home Day activities were relocated to
the church lawn.
Records of our Old Home Day date back to before the turn of
the century. One account in a clipping from an 1894 issue of
the Manchester Union described how the village and Melville’s
Grove were brightly decorated with banners and flags.
Old Home Day (often called Picnic Day) began in 1877, when
Noah Hardy invited family members from far and near to a
picnic in his maple grove near the Hardy homestead. The idea
caught on and an interest arose in holding a yearly town
gathering. Nelson is thought to be the first among
communities in this area to begin the Old Home Day custom.
In 1899, Governor Frank W. Rollins, inspired by the Nelson
gathering, urged the legislature to proclaim New Hampshire
Old Home Week.
By the late 1930s, Old Home Day had dwindled to a program
that simply included a picnic lunch, band music, speaker, and
ball game, all of which lasted from noon to late afternoon,
possibly with an evening dance.
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The two-year hiatus provided by Covid is an opportunity to
look at Old Home Day, and Old Home Week, with this in
mind. Some regular features from the last couple of decades
seem less compelling, while others (such as the games, and
the Nelson Town Band concert) are still hot items. And there
are some new ideas afloat. A recent survey through the
Nelson In Common website provided some guidance for
planning, but the key will be to have people involved who
can bring new energy and a fresh perspective to both the
planning (which begins now) and the implementation.
Elaine Giacomo is spearheading the revitalization of the Old
Home Day Committee. You can contact her at
elainegiacomo@yahoo.com or 603-847-9019 to express your
interest and enthusiasm for this year’s Old Home Day,
Saturday, August 20 (and the preceding week).

______________________________
A Dedication

Old Home Day 2022 is dedicated to Kathy Blaudschun, who
passed away on January 26. Kathy was a force behind Old
Home Day for as long as many of us can remember, bringing
formidable energy and enthusiasm to the project.

______________________________

Edgar Seaver conducts the Chesham Band (predecessor to
the Nelson Town Band) at Old Home Day, circa 1940s.

Memories of Munsonville’s Store
~ Jen Pepin

M

any in the area fondly remember the Granite Lake
Store in the heart of Munsonville, New Hampshire.
For some, the store’s proximity to the bus stop allowed it to
serve as before and after school care for their children. For
others, it provided a convenient place to pick up milk or
bread on their way home. Most importantly, it served as a
community hub to meet and discuss local, state, and
national events. The store operated continuously from 1816
until 1989, when it met its final demise in a devastating fire
that changed the fabric of the village. To commemorate the
many years the store stood proudly in the village center, a
“store-for-a-day” celebration is being planned for this
summer where people can once again gather to recall days
of yore.
First opened by
Oliver Stone in
1816, the store
served the chair and
cotton mill laborers
who had settled in
the small town and
did not have farms
of their own to
provide food. Twenty years later, a Post Office was
introduced and increased the foot traffic into the store.
Located on the increasingly busy route between Keene and
Concord, the store was a useful stopping point, especially, in
the 20th century, with the introduction of gas pumps.
Eventually, as the waters of the lake moved from powering
sawmills to cooling vacationers, the store became a place for
summer renters to buy groceries, fishing supplies, or ice
cream. The iconic store went through various face lifts and
color palettes as it passed from owner to owner; most
notably as a baseball museum of sorts, under Red Sox
pitcher Joe Dobson in the 1950s. Through all the years,
penny candy and town news were always top memories,
until a destructive fire in 1989 ended the store’s long run.
The following is an excerpt from an article written by
Thomas Jarvela in 2001 about the store. It highlights
memories of locals Ray Huber and postmistress Dot Hackett
and the night the store burned down.

Dot Hackett, who worked in the store building for more than 11
years, sat out back in her little window next to all the post boxes
every day. Hackett, a "pleasant conversationalist,” as described by
Huber, was the last in a long line of postmasters and postmistresses
who had run the post office during the 137 years it had been located
in the store. Dotty said of the location, "It was the center of
Munsonville. People would stop in after work to get a little of this
and a little of that. It was a good place to say hello." The store was
also, at one time, home to a little restaurant, which was next to the
post office in the back.
On the blistering cold night of November 29, 1989, Ray stated, “I
can remember watching all the memories and history that had
gathered in the walls of the small town store go up in flames,
literally. It was a weird one.” Huber recalled it was an "awful
night." He had just walked in the door of his home when he got the
call that the store was ablaze. Firefighters from Nelson, Sullivan,
Stoddard, Harrisville, and Keene came to squelch the flames, and
eventually did. The fire had taken its toll, and much of the store was
damaged. It was later discovered that an overheated ballast in a
fluorescent light had started the fire. The fire then spread to some
kerosene containers stored in the attic.
After the devastating fire, John and Anne Cucchi purchased
the remaining centuries-old home that remained standing and
have worked tirelessly to collect and preserve any store
history. John intends to use Thomas’s article plus other
writings, memorabilia, photos, and interviews to eventually
create a film about the Granite Lake Store, as a way to bring it
back to life for those that never had a chance to visit.
In the meantime, a “Store-for-a-Day Celebration” is being
planned for summer 2022. The celebration will be held in the
Chapel-by-the-Lake, with an old country store feel, and will
feature local vendors of crafts, produce, and Nelson products,
plus a coffee shop area to gather and reminisce. A “pop-up
museum” area with an Antique Roadshow format will allow
locals to get appraisals or inquire about the history of antiques
and artifacts they may have in their families or would like to
know more about.
If you are interested in being a vendor, have questions, or
would like to help with the celebration, please email Jen Pepin
at jlpep3@gmail.com.
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Barry Tolman, continued from page 1
Barry and his cousin Renn were one
year apart, both the only sons of their
respective fathers, Fran and Newt
Tolman. They were the young
hangers-on, then the playmates, then
the social leaders for the pack of
young summer folk. Parental
supervision was minimal. One of
Barry’s chores was to fill the
cookstove wood box for Sade. Over
time he learned not to fill it more than
half way – if he filled it, she just used
more wood.

Romantic dreams of sailing the world failed to come to
pass; instead he was stationed in Chicago for four years
and trained as an airplane mechanic. Although he never
got to sea, he found working on airplane engines
interesting and rewarding.
After his service, Barry applied to forestry school at Paul
Smith’s College in the Adirondacks. This time, college
took and he graduated ready to work in the timber
industry. He returned to Tolman Pond and was soon
married to his first wife, Liz. Within a few years they had
three children: Bee, Stacia, and Eb. However, the marriage
did not last, and Barry headed out to Oregon.
He worked for the big timber companies, and spent
winters at the Heavenly Valley ski resort overlooking Lake
Tahoe in California, running the slope grooming

From an early age he interacted with a wide range of people
from away – doctors, scientists, professors, musicians, as well
as a rich cast of Nelson characters. As a result, he is at ease
talking with anyone he meets.
During and after WWII, many soldiers made their way to
Tolman Pond, on leave or newly married or with their families.
They were Barry’s heroes and he peppered them with
questions about airplanes, offering his ten-year-old’s
perspective on practical ways to add more guns or engines or
even wings so Allied planes could be more effective against the
Germans and the Japanese.
He went to elementary school in the brick schoolhouse on the
Nelson common, then to Dublin School. He was on the ski
team; at that time every member competed in four events:
slalom, downhill, jumping, and cross-country. At age 14, he
rebuilt the Tolman Pond ski hill, clearing and creating skiable
slopes using just an axe and a buck saw.
College was important to Barry’s mother, Floppy, and she
made it clear he should set his sights on Dartmouth College,
the apex school of their world. Barry, between his
misadventures, was a good student and was accepted into
Dartmouth on the basis of grades and, perhaps more
importantly, his captaincy of the ski team. Dartmouth,
however, was not a good fit. There were actual Olympians on
the ski team. He felt out of place among his fellow students
from the city and suburbs. In pursuit of a different approach to
getting educated, Barry left Dartmouth and joined the Navy.
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machines. He loved the ski business. Actual skiing “was
fine, but the real fun was the operation. How could you
build a better lift? How do you get ‘em up and get ‘em
down?” Ski hill maintenance was in its infancy and he
liked shaping slopes for good skiing.
He wasn’t gone more than a couple years, because “I had
three kids back there.”

Once back at Tolman Pond he found work managing
land and timber, working for Merle Davis in Claremont
in the Upper Valley. On his very first day, Merle walked
in with a bushel basket of deeds and maps for over 300
parcels, totaling 28,000 acres, that he either owned or
had timber rights to, announced he was off to Florida,
and told Barry to find all the parcels, inventory them,
and manage them. Barry headed out each day with a
pickup, a toolbox in the back, and a bunch of maps. It
was “really fun.” He met a “bunch of good guys.” Barry
had all kinds of street cred, being freshly back from the
big operations in the West.

camps to maintain, mowing, plowing, and so on. The tennis court
had to be rolled every day during the season. There were times
when he dreamed of chucking it all and returning to the Pacific
Northwest. Still, summers were good with genial host duties
taking precedence over roof and foundation repairs. Families that
came year after year became dear friends. Barry and Karen
traveled for off-season vacations, skiing in Colorado, sailing on
Long Island Sound, wandering New York City, investigating
interesting mills wherever Barry could find one. Twenty years
ago, they tore down a decrepit camp and built a cozy sun-filled
home for themselves. Barry milled all the lumber from trees on
the property.

He boarded at the Moody Hotel in Claremont during
the week and came home on weekends. At a square
dance in Dublin, he met the lively Karen Hyman. For
their first date he took her skiing. They were married in
1969 and moved into the farmhouse.

Now 88, Barry leads a quieter life. Maintaining all the Tolman
Pond camps and residences is an endless job. Most are rustic,
with all the
attendant charm
and headscratching
aggravation that
entails. They’re
connected by
byzantine water
and sewer systems
and Barry holds all
that knowledge in
his head. These
days he provides
Barry teaches his nine-year old grandson,
the wisdom and
Francis, how to run the sawmill.
Max Nunnemaker,
his devoted
employee and friend for the past decade, does much of the actual
work under Barry’s watchful eye.

From the minute they were married, Karen “was the
guy driving the locomotive.” She had the ideas and they
worked together to make them happen. Barry still
worked in Claremont but no longer boarded, racking up
the miles on his truck. Karen took up the reins of
managing the summer camps and rentals along with her
fulltime job at Yankee magazine. They set up a bed and
breakfast operation that ran about eight years. Karen
cooked, served meals, met people, changed beds, kept
the books. Barry’s job “was to be local color.” The three
older children came for school and summer vacations
from New York State. Barry’s fourth child, Tom, arrived
on the scene. There was a succession of hired help that
continues to this day.
After a few years, Barry’s commute got to be too much.
He took a job as a woods boss for a couple years in
Milford, much closer to home, then went out on his
own. He never worked as an employee again.
He built a shop near the Nelson Road, built a sawmill,
bought bulldozers and dump trucks, did site work and
logging work. He was available for hire for any job that
required big machines, a wealth of woods knowledge,
and a solid work ethic.
Life settled into a workable rhythm for the next few
decades. Barry headed out to the shop every morning,
came home for lunch if he was close by, came home each
night. There wasn’t much downtime what with all the

After Karen died in August 2020, Barry moved back to the
farmhouse, next door to Tom and to Stacia. Bee and her family
visit from New York State on school holidays, and Eb calls
regularly from Boston. Friends stop by to share news and
reminisce. He takes pride in the family archives, boxes and boxes
of letters and records and photographs that document a time and
place as well as a family, all lovingly assembled by Karen.
These days, what’s important to Barry is family. He’s “looking
down a pretty short barrel” and would like “to have it so his
family can cope. I don’t want to leave them a mess.” The couple
hundred acres of Tolman Pond can be a “pretty special gift.
There’s a bunch of problems but there’s nothing better. It’s better
than when I took over. I don’t owe a dime. It’s got a lot of
possibilities.”
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The Munsonville Store will be celebrated this summer!
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The Nelson School Otter Sculpture
Project, to be done by Nelson artist Wendy
Klemperer, saw a brisk and successful
round of fundraising, and is now slated for
implementation next fall. Part of the plan is
for students to be able to visit Wendy’s
Nelson studio. Read more about this at
nelsonincommon.org > search “Otter.”

